was connected to a generator with a fixed magnetic field and an electric grid was fed. This simulation system was completed by PSIM simulation program. In this work, the IP control system was used to operate the simulation system. In this study, a greater stable amount of real and reactive power was obtained from the wind turbine.
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In addition, this topology needs a convertor, which is capable of carrying the entire output of the generator [7] . As a final output, wind energy extraction will be improved. This type is very expensive, but it provides a high amount of active-power and reactive-power to the network. In this research, a system of integrated wind turbine containing a control circuit, a magnetic generator and a (FC) to connect the turbine to the grid was simulated. This application was achieved by PSIM program. All results and curves were measured and plotted respectively by using the same simulation program.
TECHNOLOGY'S CLASSIFICATIONS FOR WIND TURBINE
Wind turbine technologies are amazingly developed and used in large numbers today. As well as most of the wind, power plants made up of large numbers of turbines are usually located in groups called wind farm, often using the same technology.
To summarize these different technologies, consideration must be given to the cost, complexity of manufacturing, the type of equipment used for this process and, most importantly, the efficiency of extracting a large amount of energy from the wind. Modern wind turbines often consist of a rotary part and blades connected to it to extract kinetic energy from the wind, the gearbox is used to increase the speed transferred from the rotor to the generator to be sufficient to rotate at its specified speed, and a generator to generate electricity. As a result, changing the speed of the wind continuously needs the generators that are inherently synchronous. Thus, synchronous-induction generators are used in the most typical wind turbines. Also, electronic converters are used in order to control the both parts of the power output (real and reactive) of the wind turbine [8] . In general, Wind turbine technologies can be categorized into four main types: cause a dissipated power in the rotor. The losing power in the slipping could be repaired by employing the (DFIG) Fig. 1-c and the back-to-back (AC/DC/AC) converter to the rotor circuit of the turbines [8] . The rotor current is controlled by the "flux vector" that can allow to decouple the output of the real power and reactive power. In addition, this can increase the extraction amount of energy from the wind and can reduce the stresses on the mechanical parts. As a result, the converter cannot operate at full capacity because the converter manages the power just in the rotary circuit. Commonly, the flow of the power in turbines with full converter figure 1-d , a back-to-back (AC/DC/AC) converter, is one path to the grid. In addition, it is impossible to connect these turbine types directly to the network. In addition, they use either synchronous or inductive type of generators to offer an independent control to the real power and reactive-power. In this paper, another synchronous generator replaced the synchronous generator in the last type (Full-Converter) of the turbine, but it contains a permanent magnet for the "excitation field" instead of coils [8] .
Figure1. Wind Turbine Technologies [6] 
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Page 14 -Qadisiyah Journal For Engineering Sciences . All rights reserved. Figure 2 shows the full model of the (WT) that simulated by "PSIM" program, without the diversified control blocks, after each individual sub-system were compiled. Based on that, In order to simplify the simulations in this work, the systems of conversion and control will be explained separately from the rest of the system. Therefore, the full-convertor Permanent Magnet Alternator (PMA) wind turbine consists of the following sub-systems:
2.THE IMPLEMENTED MODEL IN PSIM
Tables below (1, 2 energy transferred go and forth from the turbine to the grid during the change in the load. In other words, an oscillating in a torsional-mode will happen and if there is no way to protect the shaft, it may be damaged.
Finally, the research approved the possibility of using a (PMA) with (FC) in (WT) to raise the amount of energy that transferred from wind turbines to the electrical grid, taking into account the change in wind speed. Also, the results approved that after applying the different quantities of wind speeds in Table 4 to the module, the maximum turbine output at maximum speed can be sustained and stable as cleared from the curve of the power in Figure 11 . In addition, we note from the same curve of power that the edge of the curve before the turbine reaches its specified speed is smooth and this is required to produce a stable capacity without creating an operating disturbance. 
